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The Composition and Structure of Earth: Core, mantle, and crust are divisions 

based on composition. The crust makes up less than 1 percent of Earth by mass, 

consisting of oceanic crust and continental crust is often more felsic rock. The 

mantle is hot and ep ese ts a out 68 pe e t of Ea th s ass. Fi all , the o e is 
mostly iron metal. The core makes up about 31% of the Earth. Lithosphere and 

asthenosphere are divisions based on mechanical properties. The lithosphere is 

composed of both the crust and the portion of the upper mantle that behaves as a 

brittle, rigid solid. The asthenosphere is partially molten upper mantle material 

that behaves plastically and can flow. 

 

 

Crust and Lithosphere: Ea th s oute  su fa e is its ust; a old, thi , ittle outer 

shell made of rock. The crust is very thin, relative to the radius of the planet. There 

are two very different types of crust, each with its own distinctive physical and 

chemical properties.Oceanic crust is composed of magma that erupts on the 

seafloor to create basalt lava flows or cools deeper down to create the intrusive 

igneous rock gabbro. Sediments, primarily muds and the shells of tiny sea 

creatures, coat the seafloor. Sediment is thickest near the shore where it comes off 

the continents in rivers and on wind currents.Continental crust is made up of many 

different types of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. The average 

composition is granite, which is much less dense than the mafic igneous rocks of 

the oceanic crust. Because it is thick and has relatively low density, continental 

crust rises higher on the mantle than oceanic crust, which sinks into the mantle to 

fo  asi s. Whe  filled ith ate , these asi s fo  the pla et s oceans. The 

lithosphere is the outermost mechanical layer, which behaves as a brittle, rigid 

solid. The lithosphere is about 100 kilometers thick. The definition of the 

lithosphere is based on how earth materials behave, so it includes the crust and 

the uppermost mantle, which are both brittle. Since it is rigid and brittle, when 
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stresses act on the lithosphere, it breaks. This is what we experience as an 

earthquake. 

 

Mantle: The two most important things about the mantle are: (1) it is made of 

solid rock, and (2) it is hot. Scientists know that the mantle is made of rock based 

on evidence from seismic waves, heat flow, and meteorites. The properties fit the 

ultramafic rock peridotite, which is made of the iron- and magnesium-rich silicate 

i e als. Pe idotite is a el  fou d at Ea th s surface. Scientists know that the 

mantle is extremely hot because of the heat flowing outward from it and because 

of its physical properties. Heat flows in two different ways within the Earth: 

conduction and convection. Conduction is defined as the heat transfer that occurs 

through rapid collisions of atoms, which can only happen if the material is solid. 

Heat flows from warmer to cooler places until all are the same temperature. The 

mantle is hot mostly because of heat conducted from the core. Convection is the 

process of a material that can move and flow may develop convection currents. 

Convection in the mantle is the same as convection in a pot of water on a stove. 

Co e tio  u e ts ithi  Ea th s a tle fo  as ate ial ea  the o e heats up. 
As the core heats the bottom layer of mantle material, particles move more rapidly, 

decreasing its density and causing it to rise. The rising material begins the 

convection current. When the warm material reaches the surface, it spreads 

horizontally. The material cools because it is no longer near the core. It eventually 

becomes cool and dense enough to sink back down into the mantle. At the bottom 

of the mantle, the material travels horizontally and is heated by the core. It 

reaches the location where warm mantle material rises, and the mantle convection 

cell is complete. 

Igneous rock: Extrusive igneous rocks cool and solidify quicker than 

intrusive igneous rocks. They are formed by the cooling of molten magma on the 
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earth's surface. The magma, which is brought to the surface through fissures or 

volcanic eruptions, solidifies at a faster rate. 

Geological significance 

Igneous and metamorphic rocks make up 90–95% of the top 16 km of the Earth's 

crust by volume.Igneous rocks form about 15% of the Earth's current land 

surface.Most of the Earth's oceanic crust is made of igneous rock.Igneous rocks are 

also geologically important because: 

Their minerals and global chemistry give information about the composition of the 

mantle, from which some igneous rocks are extracted, and the temperature and 

pressure conditions that allowed this extraction, and/or of other pre-existing rock 

that melted their absolute ages can be obtained from various forms of radiometric 

dating and thus can be compared to adjacent geological strata, allowing a time 

sequence of events;their features are usually characteristic of a specific tectonic 

environment, allowing tectonic reconstitutions (see plate tectonics);in some 

special circumstances they host important mineral deposits (ores): for 

example, tungsten, tin, and uranium are commonly associated 

with granites and diorites, whereas ores of chromium and platinum are commonly 

associated with ga o s. 

Intrusive igneous: These Rocks are formed from magma that cools and solidifies 

within the crust of a planet, surrounded by pre-existing rock (called country rock); 

the magma cools slowly and, as a result, these rocks are coarse-grained. The 

mineral grains in such rocks can generally be identified with the naked 

eye. Intrusive rocks can also be classified according to the shape and size of the 

intrusive body and its relation to the other formations into which it intrudes. 

Typical intrusive formations are batholiths, stocks, laccoliths, sills and dikes. When 

the magma solidifies within the earth's crust, it cools slowly forming coarse 

textured rocks, such as granite, gabbro, or diorite.The central cores of major 

mountain ranges consist of intrusive igneous rocks, usually granite. When exposed 

by erosion, these cores (called batholiths) may occupy huge areas of the Earth's 

surface.Intrusive igneous rocks that form at depth within the crust are termed 

plutonic (or abyssal) rocks and are usually coarse-grained. Intrusive igneous rocks 

that form near the surface are termed subvolcanic or Hypabyssal rocks and they 

are usually medium-grained. Hypabyssal rocks are less common than plutonic or 

volcanic rocks and often form dikes, sills, laccoliths, Lapolith, or phacoliths. 

Extrusive 

 

Extrusive igneous rock is made from lava released by volcanoes 
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Sample of basalt (an extrusive igneous rock) 

Extrusive igneous rocks, also known as volcanic rocks, are formed at the crust's 

surface as a result of the partial melting of rocks within the mantle and crust. 

Extrusive igneous rocks cool and solidify quicker than intrusive igneous rocks. They 

are formed by the cooling of molten magma on the earth's surface. The magma, 

which is brought to the surface through fissures or volcanic eruptions, solidifies at 

a faster rate. Hence such rocks are smooth, crystalline and fine-grained. Basalt is a 

common extrusive igneous rock and forms lava flows. 

Formation of Igneous Rocks 

Molten materials are found below the earth crust and are normally subjected to 

extreme pressure and temperatures – up to 1200° Celsius. Because of the high 

temperatures and pressure changes, the molten materials sometimes shoot up to 

the surface in the form of volcanic eruption and they cool down to form volcanic or 

extrusive igneous rocks.Alternatively, some of the molten materials may cool 

underneath the earth surface very slowly to form plutonic or intrusive igneous 

rocks. It is because of the extreme heat levels and changes in pressure that igneous 

rocks do not contain organic matter or fossils. The molten minerals interlock and 

crystallize as the melt cools and form solid materials.In the long-run, the melt 

fo s a ool ha d o k ade up of stals ith o ope  spa es a d do t e hi it 
any desirable grain alignment. The rocks may be made up entirely of one mineral 

or various minerals, and their sizes are determined by the cooling process. Rapid 

cooling results in smaller crystals while slow cooling results in large crystals. 

Classification 

Igneous rocks are classified according to mode of occurrence, texture, mineralogy, 

chemical composition, and the geometry of the igneous body. 

The classification of the many types of different igneous rocks can provide us with 

important information about the conditions under which they formed. Two 

important variables used for the classification of igneous rocks are particle size, 

which largely depends on the cooling history, and the mineral composition of the 

rock. Feldspars, quartz or feldspathoids, olivines, pyroxenes, amphiboles, 

and micas are all important minerals in the formation of almost all igneous rocks, 

and they are basic to the classification of these rocks. All other minerals present 

are regarded as nonessential in almost all igneous rocks and are called accessory 

minerals. Types of igneous rocks with other essential minerals are very rare, and 

these rare rocks include those with essential carbonates. 

In a simplified classification, igneous rock types are separated on the basis of the 

type of feldspar present, the presence or absence of quartz, and in rocks with no 
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feldspar or quartz, the type of iron or magnesium minerals present. Rocks 

containing quartz (silica in composition) are silica-oversaturated. Rocks 

with feldspathoids are silica-undersaturated, because feldspathoids cannot coexist 

in a stable association with quartz. 

Igneous rocks that have crystals large enough to be seen by the naked eye are 

called phaneritic; those with crystals too small to be seen are called aphanitic. 

Generally speaking, phaneritic implies an intrusive origin; aphanitic an extrusive 

one.An igneous rock with larger, clearly discernible crystals embedded in a 

finer-grained matrix is termed porphyry. Porphyritic texture develops when some 

of the crystals grow to considerable size before the main mass of the magma 

crystallizes as finer-grained, uniform material.Igneous rocks are classified on the 

basis of texture and composition. Texture refers to the size, shape, and 

arrangement of the mineral grains or crystals of which the rock is composed. 

Texture of Igneous Rocks 

Now, one of the most important reasons that you and your igneous rock friends 

look so different from one another is because of the rate at which you cooled. 

We're reminded that magma forms deep within the Earth and as it rises toward 

the surface it cools down, which allows it to solidify or crystallize and form rock. 

This is somewhat like how warm water can be placed in a freezer and cooled 

enough to solidify into an ice cube.The cooling rate of magma gives us one of the 

most distinguishing characterizes that help us classify igneous rocks, which is the 

texture. This is because the rate at which magma cools determines the crystals that 

will form. For example, if the magma cools while it is still underground, it will cool 

slowly, giving the crystals timmmmmmmmmme to form and grow large. If, 

however, the magma reaches the surface, it will cool fast and the crystals will be 

small simply because they did not have time to grow.Therefore, rocks that form 

from magma underground contain large enough crystals that they can be seen with 

the naked eye. These are considered coarse-grained rocks, or phaneritic rocks. It 

may help you to recall this term if you remember that the root of this word, 

'phaneros,' is Greek for 'visible,' so the Greeks must have been 'fans' of rocks with 

big crystals to name them phaneritic. In contrast, rocks formed near the surface or 

aboveground, which could include rocks that form after a volcanic eruption, 

are aphanitic rocks because they are fine-grained rocks or may even appear glassy. 

You may recall that the prefix 'a' means 'without,' so aphanitic rocks are rocks 

without visible crystals. 

Felsic rocks of igneous rocks is one way to classify them, but they are also classified 

by the minerals they contain. Magma can be composed of different minerals and 

therefore solidify into rocks with different mineral compositions. Let's start 

with felsic rocks, which are light-colored rocks that contain a lot of feldspar and 

quartz. 

Quartz is a hard mineral composed of large amounts of a compound called silica, so 

these rocks get their name from the combination of 'fel' plus 'sic,' which is basically 

an abbreviated form of 'feldspar' plus 'silica.' Felsic rocks are not very dense and 

are light in color. Granite is the most common example of a felsic rock, and you are 

probably familiar with granite because it can be used for gravestones or polished 

to make a very attractive countertop. 
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Mafic Rocks: Mafic rocks, which are dark-colored rocks that contain a lot of 

magnesium and iron. The symbol for iron is Fe and if something is 'ferric' it means 

it contains iron. So these rocks get their name from the combination of 'ma' plus 

'ferric,' which is basically an abbreviated form of 'magnesium' plus iron, or 'ferric.' 

Mafic rocks are denser and darker in color, so at least as far as their chemical 

composition, mafic rocks and felsic rocks can be thought to be quite different from 

each other. In other words, they are both born from magma, but after they grow 

up, they don't have a lot in common. Basalt is a common example of a mafic rock 

and it makes up much of the bedrock of the ocean floor. 

Igneous rock texture 

lassification for igneous rocks has emerged based on 

twocriteria--texture and chemical composition. Texture refers to the size of 

crystals, presence of glass, and porosity of the rock. Texture is determined 

primarily by how the magma or lava cooled. Following are common textural terms 

for igneous rocks. 

 Phaneritic -- Large crystals that are clearly visible to the eye with or 

without a 10-power hand lens. The entire rock is made up of large 

crystals, which are generally ½ mm to cm in size; no fine matrix 

material is present. This texture forms by slow cooling of magma 

deep underground in the plutonic environment. 

 Aphanitic -- Small crystals that cannot be seen by the eye with or 

without a 10-power hand lens. The entire rock is made up of small 

crystals, which are generally less than ½ mm in size. This texture 

results from rapid cooling in volcanic or Hypabyssal (shallow 

subsurface) environments. 

 Porphyritic -- Texture in which an aphanitic matrix makes up part of 

the rock, and large crystals are present within the matrix. The large 

crystals are called phenocrysts. This texture implies two-stage 

cooling--an early stage of slow cooling in which the phenocrysts 

grow, followed by a later stage of rapid cooling that forms the 

matrix. 

 Pegmatitic -- Pegmatites are composed of quite large crystals--cm to 

tens of cm in size. They typically occupy veins or layers within a 

larger plutonic body. The large crystals form by slow cooling of 

magma. 

 Glassy -- Non-crystalline (glassy) structure of the rock, in which no 

minerals are present. Glass results from cooling that is so fast that 

minerals do not have a chance to crystallize. This may happen when 

magma or lava comes into quick contact with much cooler materials 

near the Earth's surface. Pure volcanic glass is known as obsidian. 

 Vesicular -- This term refers to vesicles (holes, pores, or cavities) 

within the igneous rock. Vesicles are the result of gas expansion 

(bubbles), which often occurs during volcanic eruptions. Pumice and 

scoria are common types of vesicular rocks. 

 Breccia -- A rock composed of broken, angular fragments of mixed 

composition. Such texture forms in volcanoes, along fault zones, and 

in landslides. 

Examples of Igneous Rocks 
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There are more than 700 known types of igneous rocks and most of them are 

fo ed u de  the ea th s ust si e ol a i  e e ts a e ot all that f e ue t. O  
this basis, we are going to look at the commonly identified types of igneous rocks, 

both intrusive and extrusive. They include: 

1. Granite: Granites are the light-colored and coarse-grained igneous rocks. 

They are intrusive rocks and they contain three major minerals including 

feldspar, mica and quartz. They appear pinkish, gray or tan depending 

on the grain sizes and concentrations and grain sizes of the three 

minerals. Granites are often used in construction activities because of its 

strength and presence in great quantities. 

2. Gabbro: Ga o s are the dark-colored and coarse-grained igneous rocks. 

They are intrusive rocks and they are made up of mineral elements including 

pyroxene, feldspar, and sometimes olivine. They appear grey in color with 

minute dark spots all over them. 

3. Basalt: Basalts are the dense dark-grey colored and fine-grained igneous 

rocks. They are extrusive and are chiefly composed of plagioclase and 

pyroxene. They are the commonest type of solidified lava. Basalts are also 

frequently used in building and construction. 

4. Diorite: Diorites are the coarse-grained igneous rocks just like the 

Gabbros and Granite. They are intrusive and contain a mixture of minerals 

including hornblende, pyroxene, feldspar and sometimes quartz. They 

appear light-colored with some dark spots. 

Sedimentary rock 

Sedimentary rocks are types of rock that are formed by the deposition and 

subsequent cementation of that material at the Earth's surface and within bodies 

of water. Sedimentation is the collective name for processes that cause mineral or 

organic particles(detritus) to settle in place.Sedimentary rock formation begins 

with igneous, metamorphic, or other sedimentary rocks. When these rocks are 

e posed at the ea th s su fa e the  egi  the lo g slo  ut ele tless p o ess of 
becoming sedimentary rock. 

 

Weathering: All rocks are subject to weathering. Weathering is anything that 

breaks the rocks into smaller pieces or sediments. This can happen by the forces of 

like wind, rain, and freezing water. 

Deposition: The sediments that form from these actions are often carried to other 

places by the wind, running water, and gravity. As these forces lose energy the 

sediments settle out of the air or water. As the settling takes place the rock 

fragments are graded by size. The larger heavier pieces settle out first. The 

smallest fragments travel farther and settle out last. This process of settling out is 

called deposition. 

Erosion: The combination of weathering and movement of the resulting sediments 

is called erosion. 
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Lithification: Lithification is the changing of sediments into rock. There are two 

processes involved in this change. They are compaction and cementation. 

Compaction: Compaction occurs after the sediments have been deposited. The 

weight of the sediments squeezes the particles together. As more and more 

sediments are deposited the weight on the sediments below increases. 

Waterborne sediments become so tightly squeezed together that most of the 

water is pushed out. Cementation happens as dissolved minerals become 

deposited in the spaces between the sediments. These minerals act as glue or 

cement to bind the sediments together.The process of sedimentary rock formation 

takes millions of years to complete only to begin a new cycle of rock formation. 

Classification of clastic sedimentary rocks is done according to the size of the 

sediments that make up the rock. The following table contains the major groups of 

clastic sedimentary rocks with their characteristics: 

Clastic Sedimentary Rocks 

Name of Rock Sediment Type Texture  

Conglomerate gravel - rounded fragments 
course 

over 2 mm 

 

Breccia gravel - angular fragments 
course 

over 2 mm 

 

Sandstone Sand 
medium 

1/16 to 2mm 

 

Siltstone Mud 
fine 

1/256 to 1/16 mm 

 

Shale Mud 
very fine 

less than 1/256 mm 
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Chemical sedimentary rocks form from dissolved minerals that are precipitated or 

separated from water. This happens most frequently when water evaporates 

leaving the minerals behind. At the right is a cube of table salt, also called halite or 

sodium chloride, formed when sea water evaporates. You can see this process 

taking place in your own home. The white deposits that form around the faucets in 

your bathroom or kitchen are from minerals left behind as water evaporates. 

Below is a list of chemical sedimentary rocks with some of their characteristics: 

Chemical Sedimentary Rocks 

Name of Rock Composition Texture  

Crystalline Limestone Calcite - CaCo3 corse to fine Crystalline  

Fossiliferous Limestone Calcite - CaCo3 visible fragments of shells  

Chalk Calcite - CaCo3 microscopic shells and clay  

Chert Quartz - SiO2 very fine crystalline  

Gypsum Gypsum - CaSO4-2H2O fine to course crystalline  

Rock Salt Halite - NaCl fine to course crystalline  

Bituinous Coal Organic Matter fine  

 

Metamorphic rock 

A metamorphicrock is a result of a transformation of a pre-existing rock. The 

original rock is subjected to very high heat and pressure, which cause obvious 

physical and/or chemical changes. Examples of these rock types include marble, 

slate, gneiss, schist.Metamorphic rocks are the rocks formed from other rocks. 

They are sedimentary or igneous rocks that have undergone changes as a result of 

e t e e p essu e a d heat. The a e defi es thei  fo atio  he e  eta  
means ha ge a d o ph  ea s fo .  He e, eta o phi  o ks a e those 
whose forms have been changed through geological process such as large tectonic 

movements and magma intrusions.The changes that occur in the process of 

metamorphism are because of the changes in the physical pressure and 

temperature, which alters the mineral composition and texture of the pre-existing 

igneous and sedimentary rocks to form metamorphic rocks. So, all metamorphic 

processes involve solid-state ha ges of the i e als. Metamorphic rocks arise 

from the transformation of existing rock types, in a process called metamorphism, 

hi h ea s ha ge i  fo .The o igi al o k (protolithic) is subjected to heat 

(temperatures greater than 150 to 200 °C) and pressure (1500 bars),causing 

profound physical and/or chemical change. The protolithic may be a sedimentary 

rock, an igneous rock or another older metamorphic rock.  

Formation of Metamorphic Rocks 
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Large tectonic movements and magma intrusions create earth movements and 

subsequently cause the pre-existing rocks to move and shift. In turn, the 

o e e ts su je t othe  o ks u ied deep elo  the ea th s su fa e to e t e e 
pressure and heat which contributes to changes and assemblage of the rocks 

texture, mineralogy, and chemical composition.The changes typically modify the 

o k s stal t pe a d sizes a d a  also su je t the o ks to fu the  adi al 
changes. Metamorphic processes come about at heats between 150° and 795° 

Celsius with the capability of producing high energy that can break and reform 

thechemical compositions of the rocks. Pressure from the overlying rocks also 

increases the process of transformation.Heat from magma and friction along fault 

lines is the major contributor of the heat that brings about the rock changes. Even 

though the rocks do not actually melt, some mineral groupings redistribute the 

elements within the original minerals to form new compositions of minerals that 

are more stable at the new temperatures and pressures.The intense temperature 

gradient between the country rocks and the surrounding molten magma is the 

driving factor for the changes in texture and chemical composition. As a result, the 

original rocks are transformed into metamorphic rocks. Metamorphic rocks formed 

from direct magma heating and intrusions are termed as thermal or contact 

metamorphic rocks.Those formed as a result of widely distributed pressure and 

temperature changes induced by tectonic movements are known as regional 

metamorphic rocks.  Metamorphic rocks are largely grouped into foliated and 

non-foliated rocks. 

Types of Metamorphic Rocks 

There are two main types of metamorphic rocks. These are Foliated metamorphic 

rocks and Non-foliated metamorphic rocks. 

1. Foliated Metamorphic Rocks: Foliated metamorphic rocks are formed 

from direct exposure to pressure and heat. They are the most vital and 

largest groupings of metamorphic rocks. Foliated metamorphic rocks 

have four distinguishable types of aligned textures and they normally 

have a banded or layered appearance. Examples include slate, gneiss, 

phyllite, and schist. Non-foliated are formed as a result of tectonic 

movements or direct pressure which makes their formation highly 

dependent on their pre-existing conditions. 

2. Non-foliated Metamorphic Rocks: Non-foliated metamorphic rocks do not 

have a banded or layered appearance. The extensively known example of 

non-foliated metamorphic rock is marble. Other examples include quartzite, 

hornfels, and novaculite. 

Texture of metamorphic rock  

1. Slaty Texture - This texture is caused by the parallel orientation of microscopic 

grains. The name for the rock with this texture is slate , and the rock is 

characterized by a tendency to separate along parallel planes. This feature is a 

property known as slaty cleavage. (Slaty cleavage or rock cleavage is not to be 

confused with cleavage in a mineral, which is related to the internal atomic 

structure of the mineral.) 
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2. Phyllitic Texture - This texture is formed by the parallel arrangement of platy 

minerals, usually micas, that are barely macroscopic (visible to the naked eye). The 

parallelism is often silky, or crenulated. The predominance of micaceous minerals 

imparts a sheen to the hand specimens. A rock with a phyllitic texture is called 

a phyllite. 

3. Schistose Texture This is a foliated texture resulting from the suhparallel to 

parallel orientation of platy minerals such as chlorite or micas. Other common 

minerals present are quartz and amphiholes. A schistose texture lies between the 

parallel platy appearance of phyllite and the distinct banding of gneissic texture. 

The average grain size of the minerals is generally smaller than in a gneiss. A rock 

with schistose texture is called a schist 

4. Gneissic Texture This is a coarsely foliated texture in which the minerals have 

been segregated into discontinuous hands, each of which is dominated by one or 

two minerals. These bands range in thickness from 1 mm to several centimeters. 

The individual mineral grains are macroscopic and impart a striped appearance to a 

hand specimen. Light-colored bands commonly contain quartz and feldspar. and 

the dark hands are commonly composed of hornblende and hiotite. Accessory 

minerals are common and are useful in applying specific names to these rocks. A 

rock with a gneissic texture is called a gneiss. 

Classification of Metamorphic rock 

FOLIATED (banded) ROCK CLASSIFICATION 

Metamorphic 

Environment 

50-300ºC   300-450ºC Above 450ºC 

Metamorphic 

Grade 

Low Intermediate Intermediate High 

Rock Name SLATE  PHYLLITE SCHIST  GNEISS  

  

  

Rock Description 

Minerals not 

visible with the 

naked eye or with 

a hand lens, rock 

shows slaty 

cleavage, is 

usually 

dark-colored.  A 

product of 

low-grade 

metamorphism of 

shale or 

Rock is fine 

grained.  Often 

shiny with a 

wavy foliation 

texture. 

Rock is medium to 

coarse grained 

with visible grains 

of mica or other 

metamorphic 

minerals.  Often 

shiny due to 

reflection of mica 

on foliation 

planes.  Product 

of intermediate 

grade 

metamorphism of 

Rock is coarse 

grained and 

usually banded 

with 

alternating 

layers of light 

and dark 

minerals. 

Foliation bands 

may be folded. 

Product of high 

grade 

metamorphism 
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mudstone. shale, slate, 

phyllite, basalt or 

granite. 

of shale, schist, 

granite or 

many other 

rock types. 

Precursor Rock 

(what type of 

rock it was prior 

to being 

metamorphosed) 

Shale or 

Mudstone 

Slate Phyllite Schist or 

Granite 

  

TABLE 2.   NONFOLIATED (not banded) ROCK CLASSIFICATION 

  MARBLE  QUARTZITE ANTHRACITE COAL 

Mineral(s) 

  

Description 

calcite  

Coarse-grained 

recrystallized 

limestone or dolomite. 

Typically harder than 

the protolith. May 

have dark bands due 

to organic impurities. 

quartz  

Rock has intergrown 

quartz grains, thus is 

massive and hard. 

Protolith is sandstone. 

Intermediate to high 

grade metamorphism. 

crystalline carbon 

Hard, black shiny coal; 

product of low-grade 

metamorphism of 

bituminous coal. 

Precursor Rock 

(what type of 

rock it was prior 

to being 

metamorphosed) 

Limestone Quart Sandstone Bituminous coal 

Examples of Metamorphic Rocks 

There are hundreds of metamorphic rocks across the face of the earth with 

different compositions and textures. The best way of learning their various types is 

by handling and seeing them in reality. Here is a list of the most known types of 

metamorphic rocks. 
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1. Hornfels: Hornfels is a fine-grained metamorphic rock formed by the 

action of heat on clay rocks, known as contact metamorphism. It has a 

non-foliated metamorphic rock that has no specific composition. 

Hornfels are heated when near heat source such as a sill, dike, or magma 

chamber. 

2. Amphibolite: Amphibolite is non-foliated metamorphic rock that is 

composed chiefly of plagioclase and amphibole (hornblende), frequently 

with very little quartz. Amphibolite forms under conditions of directed 

pressure and high viscosity through the process of recrystallization. 

3. Gneiss: Gneiss is a foliated metamorphic rock made up of granular 

mineral grains. It contains a lot of feldspar minerals and bands of quartz and 

sometimes mica. It normally has a banded appearance and is sort of 

laminated. It appears similar to granite. 

4. Novaculite: Novaculite is a hard, fine-grained, dense, siliceous rock. It is 

non-foliated metamorphic rocks known to break with a conchoidal fracture. 

It forms in marine environments from sediment deposits where organisms 

like diatoms plentiful in water – the single-celled algae that secret hard 

shells made up of silicon dioxide. 

5. Marble: Marble is among the non-foliated metamorphic rocks produced 

from the metamorphism of dolostone or limestone. It takes high polish and 

is often used for sculpture and as building material. Marble is mainly 

composed of calcium carbonate. 

6. Phyllite: Phyllite is mostly made up of very fine-grained mica and 

sometimes chlorite. It is a foliated metamorphic rock and its surface is 

generally lustrous and in certain cases wrinkled. Geologists say it represents 

the intermediate state between slate and schist. 

7. Lapis Lazuli: Lapis Lazuli is one of the rarest metamorphic rocks, especially 

because of its blue color. Thus, Lapis Lazuli is famously known for its blue 

gem material and they are used for decoration and to make beads in the 

form of round small stones. 

8. Quartzite: Quartzite is a hard metamorphic rock consisting essentially of 

interlocking quartz crystals. It is a non-foliated metamorphic rock formed 

during the metamorphism of sandstone. 

9. Slate: Slate is a low-grade and fine-grained metamorphic rock that can be 

separated into thin pieces. It is a type of foliated metamorphic rock that is 

produced by the metamorphism of shale.  Slates are predominantly 

realigned clay minerals. 

10. Schist: Schist is a foliated metamorphic rock that is well developed and 

contains substantial amounts of mica. Because of the high concentrations of 

mica, schist can readily split into thin layers. Geologists say it represents the 
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intermediate metamorphic grade between gneiss and Phyllite. Sometimes 

schist might contain high amounts of chlorite. 

11. Soapstone: Soapstone is a metamorphic rock primarily made up of talc 

with a soapy feel and varying amounts of other minerals such as chlorite, 

pyroxenes, micas, carbonates, and amphiboles. It is also a highly dense, soft, 

and heat resistant rock with high heat capacity. Because of its properties 

after metamorphism, it is considered highly used in a wide range of artistic 

and architectural works. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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